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StressMon: Scalable Detection of Perceived Stress and
Depression Using Passive Sensing of Changes in Work
Routines and Group Interactions

CAMELLIA ZAKARIA, Singapore Management University, Singapore
RAJESH BALAN∗, Singapore Management University, Singapore
YOUNGKI LEE∗, Seoul National University, South Korea

Stress and depression are a common affliction in all walks of life. When left unmanaged, stress can inhibit
productivity or cause depression. Depression can occur independently of stress. There has been a sharp rise in
mobile health initiatives to monitor stress and depression. However, these initiatives usually require users to
install dedicated apps or multiple sensors, making such solutions hard to scale. Moreover, they emphasise
sensing individual factors and overlook social interactions, which plays a significant role in influencing stress
and depression while being a part of a social system. We present StressMon, a stress and depression detection
system that leverages single-attribute location data, passively sensed from the WiFi infrastructure. Using
the location data, it extracts a detailed set of movement, and physical group interaction pattern features
without requiring explicit user actions or software installation on client devices. These features are used in two
different machine learning models to detect stress and depression. To validate StressMon, we conducted three
different longitudinal studies at a university with different groups of students, totalling up to 108 participants.
Our evaluation demonstrated StressMon detecting severely stressed students with a 96.01% True Positive Rate
(TPR), an 80.76% True Negative Rate (TNR), and a 0.97 area under the ROC curve (AUC) score (a score of
1 indicates a perfect binary classifier) using a 6-day prediction window. In addition, StressMon was able to
detect depression at 91.21% TPR, 66.71% TNR, and 0.88 AUC using a 15-day window. We end by discussing
how StressMon can expand CSCW research, especially in areas involving collaborative practices for mental
health management.

CCS Concepts: •Human-centered computing→Collaborative and social computing devices;Mobile
computing; Empirical studies in ubiquitous and mobile computing; • Applied computing→ Health
care information systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Severe stress and depression are mental health ailments that have been steadily rising across the
world [21, 50]. Often associated because of striking similarities in symptoms, severe stress can
take a toll on a person’s productivity and can result in depression if the stress is left unmanaged.
However, depression can occur without any apparent symptoms of stress. Recently, depression is
reported by the World Health Organisation (WHO) as one of the leading causes of lost economic
productivity, estimated to cost the global economy US $1 trillion each year [49] due to reasons such
as absenteeism [26]. It is shown that treating symptoms of depression can reduce work absenteeism
and lost productivity [49].

Prior studies have shown that recovering from stress to a healthy state is much easier, in terms of
the length of time and treatment required, compared to depression [24]. Further, treating depression
early can result in earlier relative recovery times. Thus, there is great merit in detecting individuals’
stress and depression early. It is important to note that while our research aims to detect stressed
and depressed individuals in a work setting, it does not reveal the underlying reasons for such
conditions.

In workplaces, the underlying mechanisms causing stress are much more complex to understand
as individuals are frequently working in groups where group dynamics and social interactions can
influence the stress levels of group members [13]. For example, being in supportive groups allows
individuals to receive peer support, which dramatically reduces their stress levels [28].

There has been considerable research on assessing stress and depression of users in workplaces
in the psychology, small groups, and systems domains [26, 28, 61, 65, 69]. Specifically focusing on
the Systems domain, there have been numerous efforts to assess mental health through mobile and
wearable applications [16, 29, 41, 68]. While promising, these approaches exhibit several limitations.
First, many approaches require the user to install an application on their device. This requirement
makes these resources hard to scale to large groups of user populations and introduces a strong
self-bias where only users who are interested in getting help would receive it. For example, studies
have shown that the highly stressed people who are most at risk tend to avoid activities that are not
considered “critical” [3, 38]. Further, these apps pose high privacy risk as they collect and analyse a
rich set of personal data (e.g., fine-grained location, conversation, sleep patterns, app usage) [52].
The design of these apps usually require semi-frequent user input and drain an excessive amount of
battery power to collect and transmit the necessary data – all these factors reduce the willingness
to participate in such studies. More importantly, existing methods emphasise sensing individual
factors and overlook the physical social interactions that commonly influence the stress and depression
of individuals engaging in social activities such as workgroups. For example, on the subject of work,
Cox et al. characterise stress by both content (e.g., task, load) and context (e.g., relationship tension
among colleagues) [13].

In this paper, we propose StressMon, a scalable detection solution, envisioned as an environment-
wide “safety net” to automatically and non-intrusively identify individuals exhibiting signs of
severe stress or depression in a work setting. Specifically, StressMon uses the location information,
directly sensed from the WiFi infrastructure, to infers both the individual and their physical group
interaction patterns. It employs two pieces of prior work: (1) a WiFi fingerprint-based indoor
localisation system [43] that uses server-side localisation to track any connected device, and (2) a
group detection system [63] that uses location traces to cluster devices together, even in crowded
spaces, into logical groups. Our solution complements prior systems in the following ways:

(1) The only input is single-attribute location information, which is significantly different from
prior systems utilisingmultiple fine-grained user inputs, such as accelerometer, voice, galvanic
skin response, to detect stress and depression separately [10, 41, 59].
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(2) To overcome the limitations of using single-dimensional data, we augmented the data with
inferred individual routine behaviours and physical group interaction patterns.

(3) Additionally, we ascertained the changes in routines and group interaction patterns by
comparing against past periods of an individual and their population as key indicators of
stress and depression.

(4) StressMon accurately detects both stress and depression using the same location data. Prior
work detects only depression using location data [69], while addresses stress detection using
multiple sensors [17, 59].

StressMon was evaluated using university students working in groups for class projects, as
unmanaged stress can result in negative workgroup outcomes [44]. We conducted three rounds of
IRB-approved longitudinal studies with different groups of students and across different periods.
The primary study, StudySE (81 days), was purposed to conduct hypothesis testing on the changing
behaviours of severely stressed individuals and develop detection models for stress and depression.
The other two studies, StudyValidA (36 days) and StudyValidB (81 days), were purposed to validate
our models. With a total of 108 students, all participants provided background information about
their personality (Big-5 [32]), campus routines, regular assessments of mental states (PSS-4 [12]
and PHQ-8 [36]), team schedules, and mobile phone MAC address, enabling us to identify them
in our deployed WiFi-based location system. Note: by default, the location system anonymises
all MAC addresses. Participants attended two semi-structured interview sessions in the middle
and end of each study, in order to verify their primary causes of stress, describe their workgroup
experiences, and explain how their stresses were managed. The regular assessments and interview
findings were used as ground truth to validate our models. Overall, StressMon was able to detect
stress using changes in individuals’ routine behaviours as the key feature, and, separately, it could
detect depression, using changes in group interaction patterns as the key feature. In Section 8, we
discuss how StressMon can be an enabler for a large-scale monitoring solution to support mental
health practices in workgroup settings. Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

(1) We demonstrate the feasibility of StressMon to passively detect stress and depression in
individuals using just location data extracted from the WiFi network. In particular, StressMon
uses location data derived from RSSI values reported by the WiFi access points (APs) and
does not require any direct user engagement (through apps, portals).

(2) We show how single-attribute location data can be enhanced to produce a rich set of mobility
features for individuals operating in collective workspaces. These features have, to the best
of our knowledge, not been explored in prior work. In particular,
• StressMon uses location data to extract the interactions of individuals with their peer groups.
• StressMon uses temporal changes in behaviours that compare individuals’ normal patterns
to past periods of their own (absolute change), and their population’s (relative change).

• The use of these location-driven features allows StressMon to detect stress and depression
effectively in practice.

(3) We rigorously evaluated our detection models across three different user studies – where
training data was strictly separated from test users. Our model detects individuals with severe
stress every 6-days at an Area Under the Curve (AUC) score between 0.91-0.94 for all studies.
Our model detects depression every 15-days at 0.88 AUC score on all studies. Note: AUC is a
statistical measure of how good a binary predictor is [6] with a score of 1 indicating perfect
predictor. Our results are similar or better than prior work in detecting stress that uses much
finer-grained data [10, 29, 59] and in detecting depression using just location data [69].
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2 RELATEDWORK
Significant research suggests that depression is the most likely outcome of exposure to psycho-
logical stress [13, 53, 65]. In investigating the relationship between stress and depression, one
may argue that a depressive mood could be as a result of a stressor; thus a compound factor to
a stressful situation [62]. However, depression could merely be an affective response, associated
with personality characteristics [23, 56]. For this reason, depression can occur in a person without
them feeling stressed [24], and stress and depression must be treated as two separate entities
[27, 62]. Nonetheless, stress and depression share several similarities. Factors such as high work
demand, poor social support and relationships, and limited control over situations are stressors that
commonly predict depressive symptoms [65]. As a result, substantial evidence observes severely
stressed individuals making changes in their usual behaviours [57, 64]; for example, withdrawing
from others and the inability to rest. Some of these behavioural symptoms overlap with depression.
The struggle to reorient or adapt can bring about more severe consequences [61]. These findings
highlight the importance of recovering early from severe stress to a healthy state, compared to
when more severe conditions (i.e., depression) have manifested [24].

Stress and Other Mental Health Monitoring
There has been considerable research in developing stress monitoring mobile applications such
as UStress [16], cStress [29], StressSense [41], and AutoSense [17], among many others [10, 59].
Mobilyze [8] and Big Black Dog [15] are examples of smartphone-based applications to detect
depression. However, all of these context-aware applications make use of fine-grained sensor
data such as electrodermal activity (EDA), electrocardiogram (ECG), and device activity data from
wearable sensors and/or smartphones to detect mental conditions in real-time. StudentLife [67]
fromWang et al. analysed behavioural changes related to stress and the same authors also analysed
symptoms features to predict depression scores [68]. However, these solutions require installing
a custom application which demands much higher user attention (resulting in both fairly low
user participation rates and high attrition rates), increases privacy threats, and increases power
consumption on their mobile device. Moreover, some of these solutions require specific mobile
sensors which would automatically exclude users without those sensors.

Location-enabled Technologies. More recently, researchers have explored the use of location data
for mental health monitoring. For example, Canzian et al. [9] and Lu et al. [41] found a correlation
between GPS-based location features and depression. These solutions, unfortunately, cannot be used
indoors (for example, inside campus buildings) where GPS is unavailable. Brown et al. [7] bridged
this gap by using wearable RFID tags to collect indoor location traces of employees interacting
with colleagues in different building spaces. However, this technique requires providing custom
devices to every individual and thus greatly limits scalability. Ware et al. [69] used location data
collected from the WiFi infrastructure to detect depression. Similarly, Zhou et al. [74] used WiFi
indoor localisation data to learn about student behaviour. However, [69] did not consider group
behaviours in detecting depression, while [74] neither detected stress nor depression detection.

Large-scale Sensing Solutions
Much research is devoted to developing sensing applications that scale from individuals to entire
communities [37]. These applications, however, are mostly in the areas of urban planning [1] and
security [73]; for example, using community-wide video surveillance for purposes of public safety.
Specific to mental health, Ware et al. [69] utilised WiFi association data from the university’s
infrastructure to detect depression. Our data collection mirrors [69], except we derived group
activities from mobile phones connected to the same APs. StressMon differs in the following ways:
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(1) it is a full system that works by pulling data directly from the WiFi infrastructure in real-time
while prior work used data provided in an offline fashion from campus IT [69], (2) it incorporates
features representative of physical group interactions into its models which prior work did not,
(3) it maximises the value of single-attribute location data by ascertaining changes in behaviours
comparing against past periods of individuals and their population as reliable indicators of stress
and depression, and (4) it detects stress and depression using the same sets of features compared to
[69] whose approach was to only detect depression.
Overall, StressMon is designed to be a first-level safety net providing mental health support for

large groups of users, either scholastically or professionally; in that, any user whose device is
connected to WiFi in the environment can leverage StressMon, without requiring additional device
or application. Thus, it nicely complements more fine-grained solutions which require installing
active stress trackers for users who desire closer monitoring.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 1 shows an overview of StressMon. It is comprised of three components: (1) Location and
Group Tracking Sub-systems, (2) Feature Extractor and (3) Stress-Depression Engine.

3.1 Location and Group Tracking Sub-Systems
We leveraged an existing passive WiFi-based localisation system [43] that uses real-time location
services (RTLS) to extract Receiver Signal Strength Information (RSSI). This is the signal strength of
each device connected to the AP as measured by the AP. These signal strengths decay as the device
moves further away from the AP. Hence, by using RSSI observed by multiple APs, we can compute
the position of each device using a method known as reverse triangulation. This approach uses
data collected solely from the infrastructure (each WiFi AP) and thus can work across any mobile
device (e.g. iOS, Android) and does not require installing any client software. The solution we are
using has been deployed at several public spaces and with accuracies between 6 to 8 meters in

Fig. 1. StressMon system consists of three components; existing key location-driven sub-systems, feature
extractor and stress-depression detection engine.
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Size No. of devices Interaction Type
Solo 1 Alone
Small 2 <= Device => 5 With close/work group

Medium 6 <= Device => 20 With medium-sized group
Large Device > 20 Mass participation

Table 1. Group sizes are defined to extract interaction patterns on campus.

most places; sufficient to localise a device to a specific room. Additionally, the system anonymises
MAC addresses of all connected devices using a 1-way hash function. Hence, users will need to
provide their device MAC address so the same hash function can be applied to identify their devices
from these location traces. Note that this step is only to evaluate the validity of our detection
mechanisms; in real-world operation, we do not expect to collect the MAC addresses unless users
consent. For our user study, only location traces generated by mobile phones were collected.

Next, we utilised an existing group detector, called GruMon [63], which extracts group informa-
tion from the localisation system. Specifically, the system processes location information to cluster
devices located in the same vicinity that move together using the Markov Cluster algorithm (MCL).
GruMon was shown to be highly accurate, detecting over 80% of the groups, with 97% precision,
within 10 minutes of observing location data. Most of its errors arose from detecting large groups,
defined as 7 or more individuals. It was much more accurate in detecting small and medium groups.
Note: for this work, we used group sizes (Table 1) based on insights from Jayarajah et al. [? ]. In all
our trials, student groups never exceeded five members in size. Thus they fell within the optimal
detection capabilities of GruMon.
Overall, StressMon was built on top of two existing, accurate, and mature technology solutions.

However, both the localisation system and the GruMon group detector can still produce erroneous
results that could impact the performance of StressMon. In this paper, we did not correct for any
errors produced by these components and all results shown include all sources of errors.

WiFi Location Data and Group Data. Each WiFi location entry corresponds to a connection made
from the mobile phone to an AP every 5 minutes. Each tuple consists of [di, ui, li, ai], where d
is date-time stamp, u is the hashed MAC address of connected devices (representing the users),
l is the location code at which the device is localised, a is the accuracy of the localisation and i
is the number of entries in the dataset. Each location code, li, is mapped to a location name (in
the format of <building name>_<level>_<room name>), the location’s maximum capacity and
current occupancy. Thus, each tuple informs us of the amount of time a user is detected to be at a
room-level location and how ‘busy’ the location is between 97-99% accuracy.

Each group data extends a location entry with [di, gi, cti, lli, tti, lhi, si], where d is datetime stamp,
g is a concatenation of hashed MAC addresses connected to the same AP over a period of time,
ct is the last datetime the devices were detected as a group, ll is the last location code the devices
were detected as a group, tt is the total time detected as a group, lh is the location history which
provides a concatenation of location and the detected time, and s is size of group or number of
devices concatenated in g. Consequently, group data gives information pertaining to users who
make up the group, the various locations and amount of time spent at different locations over a
period of time.

3.2 Activity Mapper
The activity mapper assigns the most likely activity to occur at a particular location based on two
heuristics; (A) places of activity and time thresholds of students’ routines created from demographic
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surveys, and (B) students’ average estimation of 15 minutes to transit between activities. With (A),
we combined our everyday knowledge of how and when different campus spaces are being utilised.
For example, lectures are conducted on three fixed time slots. The survey estimates determine time
thresholds for students’ daily activities such as capping instructor consultation at 1 hour, gym at 2
hours, eating at 30 minutes, otherwise treated as work engagements. With (B), a nomadic device
that jumps from one AP to another only considers an activity if the connection lasts for at least 15
minutes, otherwise labelled as ‘in transition’. Fortunately, missing location data points were not in
long time intervals (no more than a few days), hence, treated with AKIMA interpolation. AKIMA
spline affects only the curve of neighbouring data points, minimising the error of its estimates [2].

3.3 Feature Extractor
Our features can be categorised into four broad categories;Work (W), Non-work (NW), Group (G)
andWorkgroup (WG). Work-features are events that take place in locations such as open-study areas,
seminar rooms, and group meeting rooms. In contrast, Non-work features are events that take place
in locations such as the campus gym, dance studio and cafeterias. Group-features capture properties
in the group data. Workgroup-features are Work-features verified against students’ project schedule
to represent project-specific events. Note that each schedule entry captures location, date, duration,
types of task, and attendees. Off-campus and contradicting entries, for example, a detected location
which did not match the logged location (for a particular time of the day) were identified as ‘unique’
task. Except for Workgroup-related features, all features were generated purely with heuristics
mentioned in Section 3.2; therefore, considered as a General set. Workgroup-features make up a
Domain-specific set. We extracted these raw features (raw) based on:

(1) Number of unique visits per day records the number of different buildings visited. Our
university campus is comprised of seven buildings (five storeys each) and has an underground
concourse that connects most buildings.

(2) Total time spent on <activity type> & Number of times engaged in <activity type> per
day consist of the following activities with 15 minutes unit time per activity: campus (W),
studying (W), attending lecture (W), group meetings (W), study consultation (W), transiting
(NW), eating (NW), exercising (NW), visiting the clinic (NW). Domain-specific workgroup
(WG) activities include the types of tasks declared in the project schedule such as pair-
programming, knowledge sharing, application design, and milestone preparation and unique
events.

(3) Total time spent being in <group type> & Number of times being in <group type> per
day consist of the various group types listed in Table 1.

xoi, j =
∑

V ∈[1..N ]\u

xui, j/N − 1

x̂∗i, j =
i+w∑
k=i

x∗i, j i ∈ [1..K −w], [w] := {3, 6, 9, . . . ,w}

absui,j = x̂ui+1, j − x̂ui, j (1)

relui,j = (x̂ui+1, j − x̂oi+1, j ) − (x̂ui, j − x̂oi, j ) (2)
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Change Features
We hypothesised that changes in a person’s movement patterns and interaction habits in
reference to themselves are key indicators of perceived stress. This hypothesis is based on
prior research that showed how changes in behaviour occur due to stress [4, 57], and struggles
to reorient could bring about serious consequences [61]. An individual’s work routine or group
interaction behaviour, j , is compared against their own, xu , or their population, xo , from an earlier
period, xi+1, j − xi, j . The interval between periods is calculated in multiples of three days,w , as our
ground truth data were collected every three days. The changes calculated against an individual’s
prior behaviour is denoted by absui, j for absolute change (abs). The changes calculated against
an individual’s population (users who were enrolled in the same course) is denoted by relui, j for
relative change (rel). In summary, our features consist of General and Domain-specific raw, abs
and rel features. We present the top 10 features used in building our stress detection models (Table
6c) and depression detection models (Table 8a) in Section 7 using ROC curve analysis to quantify
the diagnostic ability of each feature.

3.4 Stress-Depression Analysis Engine
At its core, StressMon uses a standardmachine learning pipeline of feature selection and classification.
The pipeline includes a recursive feature elimination (RFE) process to use a small subset of raw,
abs and rel features. We compared the Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM),
and Random Forest (RF) classifiers as similar prior work [9, 18] and are commonly used for binary
classification problems [35]. Section 7.1 shows the accuracy of each predictor for stress with the
Random Forest algorithm achieving the best performance.

Input and Output. Dataset to build and evaluate our stress-depression detection model is made
up of location and group features averaged over three days throughout the whole study. Survey
results from each stress assessment (see Section 5.1) were mapped to each feature vector as labels.
Similarly, the retrospective depression assessment, which totalled up to 5 surveys, were mapped to
each feature vector corresponding to the sampling period. The output of this classifier will be the
predicted outcome of single severe stress or depressed instances.

4 LONGITUDINAL USER STUDIES
To validate StressMon, we conducted three longitudinal user studies from 2017 to 2018 using different
student populations. In particular, the primary user study was used to build the detection models,
while the other two studies were used to validate the models. Colleagues from our behavioural
psychology department as well as practising psychiatrists from a local mental health hospital
evaluated the entire study procedure. Our studies were approved by our university’s Institutional
Review Board (IRB).

4.1 Participants
Table 2 summarises the demographics of the three studies. StudySE (primary study) was conducted
for 81 days using 76 second-year students who were all enrolled in the Software Engineering
(SE) core module. We chose to study the SE module as students often cite it for having a highly
stressful group project. Specifically, students work in pre-assigned groups of 5 members balanced
across gender, nationality and skills to build a cloud-based web application while following strict
team processes. For example, members must spend equal amounts on different types of tasks, pair
program, and rotate their programming partner. Thus, students work with people they do not know
who have varying abilities, personalities, and work styles.
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StudySE (primary) StudyValidA (validation 1) StudyValidB (validation 2)
Period Fall AY2017, 81 days Spring AY2017, 36 days Fall AY2018, 81 days
Total 76 students (39 M, 37 F) 13 students (3 M, 10 F) 51 students (24 M, 27 F)
Active 62 students (34 M, 28 F) 11 students (3 M, 8 F) 35 students (15 M, 20 F)
Team 50 students 0 students 25 students
Individual 12 students 11 students 10 students
Age 19 - 25 (22 med) 20 - 24 (22 med) 19 - 26 (22 med)
GPA 1.64 - 3.84 (2.85 med) 2.90 - 3.99 (3.33 med) 0 - 3.78 (2.63 med)
Major Information Finance (1) Information Systems (31)

Systems (62) Business management (9) Business Management (1)
Social Sciences (1) Economics (2)

Accountancy (1)
Study Sophomore (62) Sophomore (3) Sophomore (12)
year Junior (3) Junior (9)

Senior (5) Senior (1)
Freshman (13)

Course 1. Software 1. Social 1. Software Project
Engineering (62) Entrepreneurship (11) Management (8)

2. Interaction Design
& Prototyping (13)
3. Computational
Thinking (1)
4. Information Systems
& Innovation (7)
5. Programme in
Writing & Reasoning (6)

Table 2. Demographics summary of participants from our main and 2 validation studies. GPA ranges from
0-4, 0 due to Freshmen with no GPA.

Two validation studies, StudyValidA (N=13) and StudyValidB (N=51), were conducted for 36 days
and 81 days, respectively. Students enrolled in different majors and courses, ranged from Freshmen
to Seniors, and formed their groups to work on a mix of semester-long or small projects. None of
these courses, unlike SE, require strict team scheduling and complex technical implementations.
Managing user retention was challenging in all user studies. At study end, only 62 StudySE, 11
StudyValidA and 35 StudyValidB students remained participative. That is, students contributed at
least 80% of all survey data and attended at least one interview session. We verified from the
interview findings that removed students had not reported a highly stressful semester. None of
our participants resided on campus vicinity as university residence is not part of our city-centre
campus.

4.2 Procedure
Each participant filled out a pre-study questionnaire outlining their personality traits (Big-5 [32]),
current GPA, and regular campus routines (e.g., meal breaks, sports, frequented workspaces). During
the study, participants reported their stress levels using PSS-4 [12] survey every three days, and a
retrospective assessment for depression using the PHQ-8 [36] questionnaire approximately every
two weeks. Note that the practising psychiatrists who evaluated our entire study strongly advised
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Event Description Period Event Description Period
Collect assessment #1 3 Conduct interview #1 39 – 43
M1: Release of proj. specs. 04 - 08 M3: User Acceptance Test (UAT) 53 – 56
Collect assessment #2 15 Collect assessment #4 57
M2: Team Goal 25 - 29 M4: Final deliverable 74-78
Collect assessment #3 36 Collect assessment #5 75
1-Week Recess 39 – 43 Conduct interview #2 77-81

Table 3. Data collection periods (in days) were timed before and after critical SE milestones (shaded rows
and indicated as M#).

Fig. 2. StressMon online portal used for ground truth collection – reporting surveys every three days and
retrospective assessments every two weeks. Students were reminded of times to participate and notified of
their earnings at the end of each participation.

us to use the PHQ-8 (and not the PHQ-9 version) to avoid the ninth question related to suicidal
thoughts, as our research team was not trained to handle a definite answer to that specific question.
To strike a balance between frequency of surveying and reducing user burdens, administering

surveys every three days allowed us to collect sufficient samples for every day of the week. Addi-
tionally, students attended two semi-structured interview sessions at the midpoint (i.e., 1-week
recess, see Table 3) and study end to share about their primary sources of stress, experiences of
work-related issues, and ways of managing stressful work situations. We used the survey responses
and interview data as ground truth. StudySE participants provided access to their SE project schedule
(a graded document maintained by all teams to keep track of project plans). These records included
information about meeting dates, duration, and location. Finally, all students provided their mobile
phone MAC address so that they could be identified on the WiFi localisation system (see Section
3.1). Note that these data were collected to build and validate our detection models - once StressMon
is operational, it evaluates stress and depression based on passive location data.
We administered all surveys using Qualtrics [55], embedded in a custom online portal that

provides reminders and compensation updates built on October-CMS [48] (see Figure 2). All
participants were compensated with a maximum amount of USD 30 in two ways; 1) for entering
the study and 2) for remaining participative throughout the study. Participants were also eligible
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for a lucky draw to win a USD 76 cash prize and a USD 37 bonus to participants, provided their
entire project group joined and completed the study.

5 USER STUDY DATA PROCESSING
The survey data collected from our user studies was to serve as ground truth for StressMon’s
detection results. StressMon does not use any of the survey data to make its predictions. For this
paper, the survey and interview data provided final validation of the severity of student stress levels
and the leading causes of that stress.

5.1 Binning Stress and Depression Scores
Self-reports of PSS-4 and PHQ-8, coupled with verification of students’ experiences from their
interviews constituted to ground truth. Table 3 provides the periods (in days) at which data was
collected and corresponded with critical milestone periods for SE. We now describe how assessment
scores were grouped. Note that StudyValidA started on Day 45, after the 1-week recess.

Stress, PSS-4. PSS-4 is a well-established scale, ranging from 0 to 16, used among students and
employees [58, 70]. PSS-4 accounts for negative and positive typed stresses through reverse scoring.
Having a score close to 16 suggests severe amounts of negatively perceived stress [12]. Severe
negative stress has been found to result in adverse cognitive and emotional consequences and
vulnerability to depression [54]. In our study, PSS-4 scores have the following distribution: min=1,
max=16, median=8, mean=7.66, SD=2.35.We divided them into two groups: severe stress (1, positive
class) for the scores of 12 and above, two standard deviations away from the mean, otherwise
normal stress (0, negative class). Since PSS-4 is not designed as a diagnostic tool for severe stress,
we referenced work by Wartig et al. that provides norms for an English sample (N>1500, with
various ethnicity: White, Mixed, Black African, and Asian) for PSS-4 [70].

Depression, PHQ-8. The use of PHQ-8 is more straightforward as the scale is a diagnostic tool with
clear cutoffs – 0-4 (no/minimal depression), 5-9 (mild depression), 10-14 (moderate depression),
15-19 (moderate-severe depression), and 20-24 (severe depression). Based on related work [34, 69],
assessments with PHQ-8 score >= 10 are treated as clinically significant depression. Accordingly,
scores of 10 and above (min=0, max=24, median=8, mean=8.23, SD=4.77) were grouped as depressed
(1, positive class), otherwise non-depressed (0, negative class).

5.2 Label Data Distribution
Table 4 lists the distribution of labels. The PSS-4 conversion resulted in a distribution of more than
90% normal stress labels for all studies. Prior work [? ] suggests that the imbalance in labels, seen
in our ground truth, is to be expected as individuals overwhelmed by stress tend to be outliers.
Skewed datasets could lead to poor prediction performance if not corrected [? ]. We addressed the
problem of the imbalanced dataset by applying SMOTE [? ] to synthetically oversample training set

StudySE StudyValidA StudyValidB
severe stress 145 (9%) 3 (2%) 1 (1%)
normal stress 1529 (91%) 129 (98%) 944 (99%)
depressed 534 (32%) 28 (21%) 330 (35%)
non-depressed 1140 (68%) 104 (79%) 615 (65%)

Table 4. Distribution of stress and depression labels for all studies; 27 samples per StudySE and StudyValidB
participants, and 12 samples per StudyValidA participants.
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data in the severe stress and depressed classes. SMOTE is widely applied in similar dataset problems
as ours, and have shown to improve over other re-sampling techniques, including modifying loss
ratio and class weights [? ]. Note that upsampling was strictly contained in the training set; thus,
our presented results reflect the true performance of an unaltered test set.

5.3 Interview Response
The semi-structured interview sessions were guided by questions on students’ primary sources
of stress and experiences of stressful workgroup situations. To ensure stability, accuracy and
reproducibility, we used the same two coders for all interviews, with both coders using a standard
coding scheme to reflect critical categories such as the primary source of stress and any experiences
of critical (positive or negative, constructive or emotional) team experiences. We now present
several insights from the ground truth data.

5.4 Ground Truth Insights
Figure 3 charts the percentage of our students in each of three user studies reporting severe stress
over a 3-days interval amounting to 27 samples. 7% of our StudySE students reported severe stress at
the beginning of the semester and peaked at 17% on Day 69 before the final project deliverable.
In contrast, only one student from StudyValidB reported severe stress on Day 45 when the semester
resumed. We sampled StudyValidA students from the second half of the semester (Day 45 onwards)
and received the first reports of severe stress on Day 51 and towards semester end. Note: StudyValidA
was intended as a small-scale study of participants whose behaviours were only monitored for
a limited time. Most StudySE students (33) reported SE as their primary source of stress with 14
students attributing the stress to negative emotional interactions leading to relationship tension
with their team members. Experiences of detrimental emotional disagreements were commonly
attributed to feeling devalued for their efforts or believing others did not make a concerted effort
to meet their standards. 17 students did not explicitly state their primary sources of stress but
expressed a mix of personal and academic factors, while the remaining 12 students attributed their
stress to other academic courses.
In general, we received a higher percentage of depression reports (see Figure 4). Further, the

analysis revealed a concerning trend of 40 student participants who reported feeling depressed

Fig. 3. Histogram of percentage of students from different user studies reporting severe stress (PSS-4 score
more than 12) every 3 days. Samples for StudyValidA students were only collected from day 45 onwards.
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Fig. 4. Histogram of percentage of students from different user studies reporting feeling depressed (PHQ-8
score more than 9) approximately every 2 weeks. Samples for StudyValidA students were only collected from
day 45 onwards, corresponding to sample 4 and 5.

Fig. 5. Reports of severe stress and/or depression of 15 students from Study_SE charted selectively to illustrate
four different patterns; 1) frequent instances of severe stress and depression (P01-P04), 2) only severe stress
(P05,P06), 3) only depression (P07,P08) and 4) occasional severe stress and depression (P09,P10).

continuously for approximately four weeks (for all studies). Among these 40 were four StudySE
students, who simultaneously experienced frequent severe stress from SE (see Figure 5, P01-
P04). In real-world operation, students who are concurrently depressed and severely stressed and
frequently depressed but not severely stressed are those that StressMon detects as “red-flags” so
that interventions can take place as early as possible.

5.5 Location Data
The bulk of our data collection comprised of WiFi signals sensed directly from every AP to generate
location and group information. This data collection was in collaboration with our university IT
department who were already using an existing localisation solution [43] and allowed us access
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to that data. We extracted three months worth of WiFi signal data for StudySE and StudyValidB and
one-month for StudyValidA. These records amounted to an average of 7 hours location and 2 hours
of group interaction data per student. Students were detected to have visited, on average, 96 unique
locations on campus each month. We extracted mobility features from location and group data
points for each day and mapped these features to stress (PSS-4) and depression (PHQ-8) labels. In
summary, the final dataset consists of 1674 data points (62 users * 81-days averaged over three
days) for StudySE, 132 data points for StudyValidA (11 users over 36-days), and 945 data points for
StudyValidB (35 users over 81-days).

6 EFFICACY OF LOCATION & GROUP FEATURES
We explored the feasibility of detecting stress using only coarse-grained location data collected from
the campus WiFi network. First, we developed a set of mobility-driven features and hypotheses
based on interview studies with StudySE students from our main study. Hypothesis testing was
performed to validate features which statistically differentiate students experiencing severe stress.
For the ground-truth labels, we placed the students in StudySE into severe stress (n=4) and normal
stress (n=58) categories, based on their self-reported average PSS-4 scores.
The analysis was conducted as follows; First, we visually examined the changes in mobility

features over time, between the two groups, as shown in Figure 6 by averaging features every
three days, and plotting them over the study duration of 81 days. We define Time Point, Tx as a
sample made every 3 days – i.e., T24 = 24 * 3 = Day 72 of the study. Second, we performed one-way
MANOVA to investigate the significance of the multivariate mean effects on different features,
and ran individual t-tests with Bonferroni correction to check for specific mean differences across
periods.

(a) Total time spent on campus -
T24 and T26 are significantly dif-
ferent between groups (p<0.05).

(b) Time spent on work-typed ac-
tivities - Multiple time points are
significantly different between
groups (p<0.01).

(c) Participation in small-sized
groups - T7 and T17 are signif-
icantly different time point be-
tween groups (p<0.05).

Fig. 6. Mean plots of different mobility features between the normal stress and severe stress groups. We
highlight the time points where the two distributions were statistically significantly different. All other points,
even where they appear to be different, were not significantly different. Each time point is computed across a
3 day window. so T24 = day 72 (24 * 3) of the study. Note: dashed line represent students with normal stress,
solid line represents students with severe stress.
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6.1 Campus Routines
We formulated hypotheses beginning with a conjecture that students with severe stress are more
likely to reduce their interactions with working peers on campus.

H1: Students with severe stress spend fewer hours on campus. Overall, we observed that students
with normal stress incrementally spent more time on campus, especially towards the second half
of the semester. This occurrence is an expected trend because students typically spend more time
working on projects and preparing for examinations, as the semester ends. Yet, students with severe
stress were found to spend significantly less time on campus (p<0.05), specifically on T24 and T26
(see Figure 6a). Interestingly, students with severe stress exhibited declining participation during
the same time their stress level peaked on Day 21.

H2: Students with severe stress participate less in work activities on campus. Students with severe
stress were significantly less involved (p<0.01) in work-related activities (i.e., seminar attendance,
self-study and group project activities) than students with normal stress (see Figure 6b). A more
interesting observation is how severely stressed students began the semester displaying more
participation in these activities but decreased over time. In addition, two large dips occurred
around the recess week (T12-T14) and the end of the semester (T23-T25). These time points closely
corresponded to important project milestones for the software engineering (SE) course and were
significantly different between both groups.

6.2 Group Interaction
As the SE course demands technical rigour and emphasises on project management, we believe
group interaction factors are crucial indicators of stress. We hypothesised:

H3: Students with severe stress participate more in group work activities on campus. From Figure 6c,
we found students with severe stress spent more time with small groups (p<0.05), with a significant
difference at T7. However, a noticeable (and significant) dip happened during the recess week at
T17. Additionally, we found that students with severe stress spent significantly more time with their
SE groups (p<0.05). Note: this chart is not presented in the interest of space.
Overall, these results suggest that features generated by coarse-grained location data can be

reliable indicators of stress levels. We used these insights to build StressMon detection solution.

7 EVALUATION OF SYSTEM
Table 5 summarises our results with different sets of features used for the stress models, ModelS_SE
andModelS, and depression model,ModelD+.ModelS_SE is specific to StudySE student population
as it uses Domain-specific (SE-related) features. ModelS is a generalised version which excludes
all Domain-specific features. Finally, ModelD+ is the depression model which additionally uses
Neuroticism, one of the Big-5 personality traits, as a feature.

Experiment Setup. We conducted our evaluation in three parts: First, we performed a Group K-fold
cross-validation (CV), splitting 80% of the dataset for training and 20% for testing. That is, 12-13
distinct students from StudySE make up each test fold to determine various model settings for
ModelS_SE. Next, we conducted Train-Test by training on the whole StudySE dataset, and validated
individually on StudyValidA and StudyValidB. Finally, we built an All-population model by combining
all users from three populations and performed a Group K-fold CV. Note: We did not use a Leave-
one-out validation due to the highly imbalanced dataset, which might result in no one severe stress
sample in a user. Across 12-13 students each contributing 27 samples, at least one sample in each
group reported severe stress.
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Feature Settings Performance
Sec. Model Study Method Set Type Interval AUC TPR (%)
7.1 ModelS_SE StudySE Group General+ rel+abs 6-days 0.96 98.93

5-fold Domain-
5-fold specific

7.2 ModelS All Group General rel+abs 6-days 0.97 96.01
5-fold

7.3 ModelD+ All Group General+ rel+abs 15-days 0.88 91.21
5-fold Neuroticism

Table 5. Summary of stress and depression models configuration achieving best performances. Sections 7.1,
7.2 and 7.3 provide detailed results for each experiment. ModelS_SE is a highly specific stress model that
uses Domain-specific (SE-related) features, while ModelS excludes all Domain-specific features. ModelD+
adds Neuroticism score of Big-5 as a feature to detect depression.

Performance Metrics: We computed the area under the ROC curve (AUC) score to cater to the class
imbalance of severe stress in all population sets, and also calculated the True Positive Rate (TPR),
True Negative Rate (TNR), and Misclassification Rate (MR) for each experiment. In an ideal scenario,
our model should achieve an AUC score close to 1 (indicating a perfect predictor), and high TPR as
the small number of positive severe stress occurrences must be correctly identified. We now present
the results for each evaluation beginning with the Group 5-fold CV results on StudySE students.

7.1 Stress Detection: Main Study
Choice of Algorithm. First, we determined the use of algorithms, comparing Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and Random Forest (RF) against Logistic Regression (LR) and all features, as the base classifier.
Tuning all classifiers to achieve good performance on the positive class (high AUC), we empirically
determine the cutoff of the classifier, which is typically set at 0.5 to 0.45 (thus, at the cost of a high
false negatives rate). This change led to our results in all other experiments to obtain higher AUC,
prioritising TPR. As shown in Table 6a, RF yielded significantly better AUC=0.97 (at p=0.01 level)
than LR and SVM (0.57 and 0.86 respectively); subsequently, became our choice algorithm.

Feature Set. Next, we investigated our hypothesis that change features make the strongest predictors
of stress (see Section 3.3). We achieved the highest AUC score of 0.97, using a combination of raw
and change features (raw+rel+abs). However, the addition of raw set did not lead to significantly
better performance. Hence, we retained only the change set as a smaller set of features to avoid
developing an overfitted or computationally expensive model. Using change features, we were able
to achieve an AUC of 0.95 (see Table 6b). In addition, we used recursive feature elimination (RFE),
with backward elimination of step size=1, on all change features. However, no change features were
completely redundant, and the performance of the RF classifier peaked with all change features
considered. Table 6c lists the top 10 features sorted in the order of variable importance; that is, the
ROC curve analysis conducted on each predictor is used as the measure of importance. Most top
features used were extracted from the location data (unrelated to Group).

Individual (Work + Non-work) vs. Group Interaction Features. To better understand the best set of
features used in our stress detection model, the next step was to compare each model performance
using only individual routine features (these were Work and Non-work features extracted from
location data) and social interaction features (these were Group features extracted from group data).
As summarised in Table 6d, the use of group-related features alone did not yield high performance.
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LR SVM RF
AUC 0.57 0.86 0.97

TPR (%) 69.77 79.41 99.60
TNR (%) 35.35 68.27 72.00
MR (%) 62.65 30.73 25.56 (*)

(a) Results from using all features on differ-
ent algorithms; Logistic Regression (LR),
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Ran-
dom Forest (RF). (*) indicates significantly
lower rate of misclassification at p=0.01
level.

raw+rel+abs raw rel+abs
AUC 0.97 0.91 0.95

TPR (%) 99.60 98.93 99.33
TNR (%) 72.00 59.65 69.49
MR (%) 25.56 36.82 27.92

(b) Results from using different combination of fea-
ture types on chosen Random Forest algorithm; All
(raw+rel+abs), Raw (raw) and Change (consists of rel-
ative change, rel and absolute change, abs).

Description Type varImp
Number of times engaged in studying abs (Work) 100.0
Number of times being in solo group abs (Group) 48.57
Number of times being in solo group rel (Group) 40.22
Number of times engaged in eating abs (Non-work) 33.68
Number of times engaged in studying rel (Work) 32.38
Number of times engaged in exercising rel (Non-work) 31.83
Number of unique building visits abs (Non-work) 29.60
Number of times engaged in transiting abs (Non-work) 29.21
Total time spent with small+medium groups abs (Group) 25.34
Number of times engaged in attending lectures rel (Work) 24.67

(c) Top 10 features for detecting severe stress, using ROC curve analysis, and sorted by variable
importance (varImp)

rel+abs(W+NW+G) Individual (W+NW) Group (G)
AUC 0.95 0.85 0.69

TPR (%) 99.33 95.7 97.99
TNR (%) 69.49 60.44 22.03
MR (%) 27.92 36.63 71.62

(d) Results from separating the changes in group-related features from individual (rou-
tine) features; Change (rel+abs), Individual (includes Work and Non-work routines) and
Group (consists of solo, small and medium groups) to detect stress at 3-days interval.

3-days 6-days 9-days 12-days 15-days 18-days
AUC 0.95 0.96 0.89 0.82 0.89 0.83

TPR (%) 99.33 98.93 88.55 77.91 67.35 56.93
TNR (%) 69.49 75.54 84.62 87.86 90.27 91.52
MR (%) 27.92 22.41 (*) 14.52 12.07 10.59 10.17

(e) Results from calculating chosen Change type (rel+abs) features on different time intervals; from
3 to 18-days. (*) indicates significantly lower rate of misclassification at p=0.1 level.

Table 6. Results from conducting Group 5-fold CV on three different experiments to derive best model settings
using Random Forest algorithm and Change feature type calculated every 6-days forModelS_SE.ModelS_SE is
highly specific to the StudySE student population as it uses Domain-specific (SE-related) features.
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Instead, a large portion of its inaccuracies was attributed by the signification reduction in TNR. In
contrast, the changes in individual routines make stronger predictors from correctly classifying
more negative cases. However, the combination of all change features proved to significantly
improve overall accuracy to 72.08% (MR=27.92%). Accordingly, we retained all change features.

Time Window Experiment. Finally, we sought to determine the time at which our model would
detect severe stress most accurately. With gradual time increase every 3 days (corresponding to the
frequency of PSS-4 samples collected), we observed the highest AUC=0.96 on a 6-days interval. The
reduced misclassification rate of 5.51% with 6-days interval (22.41%) is an improvement (at p=0.1
level) than the 3-days interval (see Table 6e). As the interval increases to 9-days, both TPR and
TNR achieved comparable results, leading to lower misclassification rate of 14.52%. At this point, it
is important to consider time as a key factor of intervention. That is, while stress is an everyday
experience and chronic stress evolves over a longer period, prolonging detection of severe stress by
more than a week might result in students missing out on vital help, leading to depression. Since
timeliness should be prioritised over the accuracy, similarly, prioritising true positives over true
negatives, we concluded the best model settings for detecting severe stress using Random Forest
(RF) algorithm, all change set features (rel+abs) calculated at a 6-days interval – ModelS_SE.

7.2 Stress Detection: Validation Study
RecallModelS_SE includes Domain-specific (SE) features, which are highly tailored to SE students in
the StudySE sample. Accordingly, we generalised the model to exclude all Domain-specific features
as ModelS. First, we trained on StudySE sample and tested on different populations. Then, we
performed a Group 5-fold CV on all three populations. Table 7 lists our results in detail.

Our solution successfully yielded an AUC=0.94, 100% TPR as it correctly detected 1 severe stress
instance in StudyValidB. While the misclassification rate dropped to 18.73% (81.25% TNR), the false
detection, unfortunately, affected most students in the sample. Out of 35 students, 14 had reported
feeling depressed despite not experiencing severe stress. Our test on StudyValidA students achieved
reduced AUC=0.91 and 66.67% TPR. That is, out of 3 severe stress reported by two students (1 student
reported two instances of severe stress), the student with one report of severe stress was misclassified.
Approximately 10% misclassification (90.70% TNR) was as a result of 6 students, 2 of whom did not
report severe stress but felt depressed.
The final step combined all students from three user studies to build an all-population stress

model, evaluated using a Group 5-fold CV. We achieved an average AUC=0.97 and 96.01% TPR (4
out of 149 severe stress instances would go unnoticed). Unfortunately, the misclassification rate of
18.20% (80.76% TNR) continued to affect most participants by identifying them as severely stressed

Method Train Test AUC TPR (%) TNR (%) MR (%)
Train-Test StudySE StudyValidA 0.91 66.67 90.70 09.85

StudySE StudyValidB 0.94 100.0 81.25 18.73
Group 5-fold Folds 2-5 Fold 1 0.98 94.44 86.81 12.94
(All population) Folds 1,3-5 Fold 2 0.96 88.88 84.26 15.66

Folds 1-2,4,5 Fold 3 0.97 98.64 80.88 17.91
Folds 1-3,5 Fold 4 0.96 98.07 75.46 22.35
Folds 1-4 Fold 5 0.96 100.0 76.38 22.35

Average 0.97 96.01 80.76 18.24
Table 7. Summarised results for stress model,ModelS, on three different validations.ModelS is a generalised
stress model that excludes all Domain-specific features.
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at some point in the study. We verified that at least 35 students with misclassified instances had
reported multiple accounts of depression during the same time. The higher percentage of students
who reported depression as compared to severe stress raised a serious need for our technique to
detect depressed students successfully.

7.3 Depression Detection
7.3.1 Main Study. We continued to investigate how our model could be used to detect depressed
users, simultaneously drawing comparisons to a recently published work by Ware et al. [69]. Note:
The authors used WiFi indoor localisation data to extract building-level features such as ours (i.e.,
General raw typed features). We set the time window interval to calculate changes in routines and
group interactions to 15-days, close to the PHQ-8 assessment interval, although [69] was set at
13-days.

We builtModelD_raw with General raw features, similar to Ware’s Day Monitoring scenario. Note
that their experiments ran on two phases, resulting in an average TPR of 77.00% and TNR of 59.50%.
Unfortunately, a Group 5-fold CV ofModelD_raw did not achieve comparable results (AUC score
= 0.57). Using all features (raw+rel+abs) reduced MR to 41.51% and increased AUC score to 0.68.
In contrast,ModelD_chg , built with change features (rel+abs) calculated over a 15-days interval,
achieved better performance of AUC=0.72 and improving TNR by 53.39%. Table 8a lists the top
5 most important features being used. In comparison to detecting stress, most top features were
extracted from group data.

Accordingly, we repeated the process of separating individual routine features (these were Work
and Non-work features extracted from location data) and social interaction features (these were
Group features extracted from group data) to investigate the differences in using these features for
detecting depression. As summarised in Table 8b, the removal of group features only led to our
model correctly classifying the positive cases at random chance. In comparison, group features
achieved 65.24% TPR and reduced AUC score of 0.67. While group features were stronger predictors
for depression, using these features alone did not yield high performance; individual features
improved TNR from 54.88% to 63.53%. Accordingly, we retained all change features.
To better improve our model performance, we analysed the classification results by reviewing

profiles of misclassified students, including their gender, academic year, GPA and Big-5 personality
assessment [32]. Our manually-driven analysis revealed only one case of depression by a student
who scored low on neuroticism (score <= 2.25 out of 5). The most significant portion of depression
reports was by students whose neuroticism scores were 3.75 and 4. Indeed, many studies draw
correlations between high neuroticism scores and depression [23, 51]. Thus, we revised the model
to include neuroticism score (denoted as ‘N’ in Table 8) as a feature forModelD+. The added feature
helped boost TPR up to 90.21% and TNR to 69.45% (but not significant).

7.3.2 Validation Study. Further validation ofModelD+ (trained on StudySE and tested on StudyValidA
and StudyValidB) did not achieve favourable results in detecting depressed students from StudyValidA.
However, a Group 5-fold CV on an all-population model yielded an average AUC=0.88, 91.21% TPR
and 66.71% TNR; 9 out of 55 students who reported depression had several instances of depression
misclassified. Unfortunately, one student was completely undetected by the model.

7.4 Summary
The best results obtained by our models are summarised in Table 5. Overall, the evaluation demon-
strated the strength of StressMon in two different ways. First, our approach does not require training
a new stress model to detect severe stress in different groups of students. For example, even when
using a model trained solely from students enrolled in Software Engineering (StudySE), the ModelS
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still achieved a high 0.94 and 0.91 AUC score when used on two different populations, StudyValidA
and StudyValidB, respectively. In addition, the removal of Domain-specific features (i.e., features
related to Software Engineering project) also increased the TNR for our all-population model.
However, this had the benefit of increasing the TPR and thus improving the likelihood of StressMon

Description Type varImp
Total time spent with all groups abs (Group) 100.0
Number of times being in solo group abs (Group) 96.66
Number of times being in all groups abs (Group) 91.31
Number of times engaged in studying rel (Work) 85.66
Number of times engaged in transiting abs (Non-work) 82.51

(a) Top 5 features for detecting depression, using ROC curve analysis, and sorted by variable
importance (varImp)

rel+abs(W+NW+G) Individual (W+NW) Group (G)
AUC 0.72 0.63 0.67

TPR (%) 70.25 51.83 65.24
TNR (%) 63.53 64.72 54.88
MR (%) 34.42 36.68 43.09

(b) Results from separating the changes in group-related features from individual (rou-
tine) features; Change (rel+abs), Individual (includes Work and Non-work routines)
and Group (consists of solo, small and medium groups) to detect depression at 15-days
interval.

Model Feature Settings Method Train/Test AUC TPR(%) TNR(%) MR(%)
ModelD_raw Set: General Group StudySE 0.57 93.50 10.14 63.59

Type: raw 5-fold
Interval: 3-days

ModelD_chg Set: General Group StudySE 0.72 70.25 63.53 34.42
Type: rel+abs 5-fold
Interval: 15-days

ModelD+ Set: General Group StudySE 0.87 90.21 69.45 22.84
Type: rel+abs+N 5-fold
Interval: 15-days

Train: StudySE 0.41 57.14 47.12 50.76
Test: StudyValidA
Train: StudySE 0.86 81.52 72.68 24.23
Test: StudyValidB
Group All 0.88 91.21 66.71 24.94
5-fold population

(c) Summary of depression model performances achieved from different feature settings.

Table 8. Results from conducting different experiments to derive best feature settings for depression detection.
ModelD+ uses Random Forest algorithm, Change feature type calculated every 15-days and single Big-5
personality score, Neuroticism, denoted as N.ModelD_raw uses only General raw features andModelD_chg
uses General change features.
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detecting the small number of severe stress cases even at the cost of misclassifying more cases of
no stress as normal stress. We believe that a model that prioritises accurate detection of the more
critical cases is the right tradeoff for an early warning solution. Second, our evaluation of ModelD+
showed that StressMon could detect depression with an AUC=0.88 (91.21% TPR and 66.71% TNR)
on all studies. Overall, StressMon is better at detecting stress than prior work [10, 29, 59] that use
much finer-grained app-collected data. While our approach achieved relatively similar performance
to prior work [69] when using just mobility-driven features, we found that including personality
traits, specifically ‘neuroticism’, improved the prediction accuracy. Our findings support prior work
that found personal characteristics [23, 56] could largely attribute depression.

8 STRESSMON IN THE CSCW DOMAIN
We now discuss the application of StressMon to CSCW domains; especially in detecting mental
health issues in individuals participating in various social and workgroups.

8.1 Naturalistic Evaluation of Workgroup Processes
In substantiating a process-oriented approach to evaluate collaborative technologies, Neale and
Carroll highlight the importance of naturalistic methods to study various factors of group processes
[45], and how these studies must be cognizant of social group dynamics shaping user behaviours,
and how these factors should be applied to the design of collaborative solutions [20, 45].

8.1.1 Mechanism to Measure the Dynamism of Cooperations. According to Johansen, cooperative
work is distributed physically in time and space. Further, membership of cooperative ensembles is
often non-determinable with transient formations, emerging to handle different work situations
[31]. The physical participation of individuals within their workgroup collectives has also been
found to be negatively impacted by emotional intra-group conflict and spilt over to their CMC-based
interactions [71].

We believe that StressMon can enable the monitoring of natural user behaviours in small groups,
where group members are co-located, and characterise work group dynamics. Referencing prior
work that shows working with severely stressed individuals can manifest into various emotional
outcomes, StressMon can be used to conduct non-invasive longitudinal evaluations to understand
how individual health conditions influence the dynamics of group processes and the use of tools.
At present, most of the longitudinal evaluations focus on analysing rich data of online behaviours
to study how technologies are being used in teams. However, we believe that StressMon can enable
more comprehensive studies of the underlying relationships in physical groups by providing a
seamless non-invasive yet accurate lens into the physiological states of the group members.

8.1.2 Support for Individual and Group Level Interventions. These longitudinal evaluations can
similarly support the studies of interventions intended to improve team effectiveness. For example,
we learn from prior work that conflicting situations can be differentiated by how individuals
physically interact within their workplace settings, and additionally, leading to the emotionally-
charged individuals pulling themselves out of online communicative space [71]. With StressMon
ascertaining behavioural differences of individuals in their workgroups, we believe such behavioural
analyses can help researchers explore ways in which interventions may be targeted at individuals
(e.g., to manage their stresses) or at teams as performing units (e.g., take a proactive approach
towards demonstrating peer support to members affected by stressful situations). Essentially, Berg et
al. suggested that systems for collectives must enhance the teams’ competencies and responsibilities
through means of engaging individuals in sense-making [5].
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8.2 Passively Supporting Non-responders in Healthcare
In reviewing systems for healthcare, Fitzpatrick suggested the contribution for the broader research
community is understanding how technologies can support the everyday collaborative practices
between diverse professional groups in direct contact with the individuals (receiving health support)
[20, 33]. A large amount of prior work in the CHI and related domains has explored creative and
engaging ways of supporting interactions between the patient and professional [47]. Despite
healthcare technologies progressing to offer real-time measurements of individuals and responses
of professionals [39], these technologies operate on the assumption of an active user role from both
parties. In reality, professionals remain overwhelmed by the sheer number of individuals to “look
after”, albeit technologies are providing better workflow management. Furthermore, many passive
health seekers want to be healthy but are not actively participating to receive health support.
StressMon can enable researchers to study new forms of interaction and engagement between

passive stakeholders. In the case of monitoring stressed/depressed students on campus, past studies
have found that educators do not believe it is their place to intervene in students’ mental health
unless they are being approached [19]. Even if students seek assistance from a university coun-
selling service, the service is usually understaffed and under-resourced to support large groups
of students [22]. We believe StressMon can operate effectively in this space by delivering group-
level interventions anonymously. That is, upon identifying and localising users who are severely
stressed/depressed (and whose identity remains unknown), StressMon can assist educators with
group-level strategies of improving (the entire class of) students’ awareness in mental health issues.
These strategies can be decided and recommended by counsellors as online mental health resources.
The realisation of such technology plays a two-fold part in research; (1) designing effective and
ethical interventions for passive users and (2) developing regulatory frameworks for real-world
practice.

8.3 StressMon’s Ethical Practice
With increasing progress in enabling technologies for large-scale behavioural research, ethical
concerns remain a challenge within the research community. Since StressMon considers the influ-
ence of social relationships to detect severe cases of mental health issues, the process of collecting
and deriving behavioural patterns in groups of user data must abide by compelling ethical princi-
ples. Referencing the CSCW guidelines for social computing [66], we argue that the mechanisms
operationalising StressMon comply with principles of the Belmont Report [14] in the following
ways:

1. Respect for Persons: Having an informed consent form (with IRB-approval) is the most
straightforward way of respecting and protecting users from harm. For StressMon, data collection
(of individual location and group location) is enabled by a single-sourced, Wi-Fi indoor localisation
system. This mechanism allows us to bypass direct communications with the user’s device to collect
RSSI values from the Wi-Fi APs (of devices being connected to the campus Wi-Fi). Additionally,
the localisation mechanism used [43] maintains anonymity by applying a one-way hash function,
which prevents a user’s device from being easily identified. Unless a user consents to disclose their
device’s MAC address, they will be tracked anonymously.

2. Beneficence: Beneficence is weighing the risks over the benefits of any research. The risks of
exposing users’ identity are minimised because we are making no direct communication with users’
devices to collect location information and no requirement for personally identifiable information
to conduct behavioural analyses. Additionally, while WiFi operates in an unlicensed spectrum,
the RTLS data is encrypted by the AP before transmission and is thus hard to decode by a hacker.
Even so, it could be possible for the RTLS data to be retrieved by a determined hacker and even
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anonymised location information could still be used to identify a small subset of the user population.
Despite these risks, we believe StressMon provides more significant social benefit for both individual
and collective levels. With approximately 66% of college students suffering from either depression
or stress [30], and campus service providers facing resource crisis [22], StressMon can be deployed
as a campus-wide “safety net” for those in greatest need of help. StressMon can be an enabler for
students to receive help via external methods such as interventions moderated by counsellors.

3. Justice: Justice requires fair user participation. Fairness is true for StressMon, as its data
collection is not influenced by factors such as the socioeconomic status or technical experience of
the user. Instead, StressMon leverages Wi-Fi, which is readily available in public spaces (e.g., offices,
campuses and shopping malls) and commodity devices (e.g., laptops and mobile phones). Since
monitoring with StressMon does not require any explicit user interaction of installing/running a
dedicated application on their phone, the resource is readily available to all users in the environment.

The evolution of social sensing enables the measuring of large-scale human behaviour. Technolo-
gies, such as StressMon, provide foundational mechanisms for interdisciplinary research communi-
ties to explore new methods of facilitating mental health benefits/interventions and studying the
natural processes of small group phenomena while ensuring such studies stay within the boundaries
of ethical practices.

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this section, we clarify the barriers of scaling StressMon to all users and different environments,
and describe our ongoing efforts to improve the system.

9.1 Indoor Location Sub-system Requirement
StressMon fundamentally requires the availability of an indoor positioning system that can generate
location information for every device in the environment using data collected solely from the
infrastructure. This data is then processed by our software to generate group information and
predictions. Currently, we use WiFi as it is the predominant solution deployed and used on our
campus, and we believe it is also readily available on other campuses worldwide as well. If the
WiFi deployment in a particular environment is sparse, then the accuracy of the location tracking
will decrease, and this could affect the performance of StressMon. The indoor location solution
used by StressMon [43] currently works with WiFi networks that use equipment from Aruba [40],
Cisco [11], Zebra [72], or Ubiquiti [46]. Moreover, StressMon can leverage other techniques such
as Bluetooth if it is deployed generally; for example, at hospitals to help staff find their way to
departments or wards [42]. In the future, if new technologies, such as 5G, replace WiFi in indoor
environments, StressMon will be modified to use these technologies for its base sensing needs.

9.2 Applicability to Other Workplace Settings
In this paper, we showed how StressMon could accurately detect stress and depression among
students in a university setting. It seems likely that StressMon would work on other campuses as
well as there is nothing in our solution that is explicitly tied to our campus. But how easy is it to
deploy StressMon in other work environments? Fundamentally, StressMon uses deviations in work
routines and interactions to produce its output; thus, it will not work well in highly regimented
work environments where the location of an individual does not change significantly across time.
For example, factories where each worker is assigned to a dedicated point in the assembly process
and stays there the entire day with minimal interaction with their peers (except during brief breaks)
or elementary level education where students are in the same classroom the entire day. Instead,
StressMon works best in work environments where monitoring deviations in work schedules and
collaborative practices is possible. For example, on university campuses, hospitals, or military bases
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where students, nurses, and officers frequently move, daily, to different parts of the environment,
and have ample opportunities to interact with different people. Moreover, offsite work behaviours
and online work collaborations are not yet supported. We can extend StressMon to use more sensors,
such as GPS, if necessary. However, such extensions reduce the scalability (as these sensors will
require apps or other mechanisms) and increases the privacy concerns.

9.3 Latency of Predictions
StressMon currently detects stress every 6 days and depression every 15 days. Thus, detection is
not real-time, even though it collects and processes real-time data. Health monitoring solutions
are offering real-time stress analysis [60] for real-time interventions. In contrast, we designed
StressMon to detect large and significant swings in mental health, which require a sufficiently long
measurement period. For example, StressMon differentiate a severely stressed individual, who is
more likely to struggle with managing stress, from one that is just instantaneously stressed and
then recovers. Additionally, detecting depression requires a longer observation window as this is a
fairly fundamental change in mental health that needs to be carefully assessed. As stated previously,
we strived to design a first level safety net that flags egregious changes in mental health at scale.

9.4 Correlation Between Stress and Depression
One of the more interesting takeaways from our studies was a validation of prior findings that
stress and depression are only somewhat correlated [25]. In particular, we found cases (see Figure 5),
where students who were detected as depressed (and who indicated as such on their PHQ-8 surveys)
did not report being stressed. Understanding depression from the medical perspective, we learned
that depression is a complex process associated with personality characteristics [23, 51, 56] and can
occur without an individual feeling stressed [24]. In our study, we were able to quickly establish
these students having relatively high negative emotions from their Big-5 personality (neuroticism)
score. The downside to this observation is, unlike other features used, this personality trait is not
mobility-driven. Separately, we found cases of highly stressed students, who reported being stressed
over multiple consecutive reporting periods, who do not report themselves as being depressed. Our
findings confirmed that stress and depression should be treated as two separate entities [27, 62],
and thus, reinforced our decision to use separate models for stress and depression, although the
models share many features. Note: there are sufficient differences to make the models or stress and
depression unique and distinct. Conclusively, it is noteworthy that further research is needed to
conveniently assess personality types as they characteristically reveal reliable indicators to a wide
range of mental disorders, including depression.

9.5 Measuring Group Phenomena
We learned from our qualitative analysis that it is common for our students to feel severely stressed
over negative emotional interactions with their team members. We hypothesise that these critical
events are highly likely to cause a sudden change in group norms and could be observed through
individuals’ mobility patterns and interactions, as represented by our feature sets. To build on these
findings, we are currently studying how group measures such as conflict and social identification
can be distinguished through differences in mobility patterns. We believe this body of work will
simultaneously add on to the CSCW community in understanding human behaviours within small
groups and demonstrate the feasibility of utilising StressMon to conduct in-the-field longitudinal
studies for group dynamics.
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9.6 Extending to Different Populations
We have shown that changes in an individual’s routine and their group interactions, extracted from
coarse-grained location data, make useful features in detecting severe stress and depression. However,
even though our experiments were tested on three different and separate student populations,
sampled at different times, further studies will be required to determine the efficacy of StressMon in
other work settings (both scholastic or professional). Currently, we are engaged with a different
local educational institution who see StressMon as an appropriate mechanism to automatically
detect severely stressed students in need of support. The operationalisation of StressMon includes
deploying the same sensing mechanisms used in this study. We believe trialling StressMon in a
different population of students will help us understand the nuances of workgroup dynamics across
different learning cultures and how social factors affect individuals’ stress and depression.

9.7 Privacy and Ethical Concerns
As discussed in Section 8, we believe StressMon can offer promising applications to provide mental
health benefits, especially to users who are actively interacting in their social groups. While the
use of our solution may be an unfamiliar practice to the Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), we
have argued that StressMon follows the same basic ethical principles in terms of the data it collects
and analyses it conducts. Nonetheless, StressMon must have appropriate policies and mechanisms
protecting user privacy rights before it can be widely deployed. Policy solutions are especially
crucial as StressMon is likely to be used, due to its inherent mechanisms, without explicit user
consent. A more pressing concern that requires interdisciplinary research attention is on ways
StressMon can provide actual benefits to users in the real world. For example, “What are the
appropriate privacy and ethical policies to ensure that no individual feels unfairly targeted or
discriminated against while ensuring that anyone who needs help (even if unaware of their need)
receives it?” We believe a feasible way could be to enable group-level interventions between
school counsellors and educators to support students passively. Even more importantly, sending
interventions to individuals or groups with problems needs to be even more carefully monitored
– to avoid the intervention accidentally worsening the condition. The next phase of StressMon
includes (1) working with our psychology colleagues and student counsellors to design and evaluate
various interventions that can be sent by a system that uses triggers generated by StressMon, and
(2) working with our colleagues in Privacy and Ethics Law to develop appropriate policies and
procedures for community-wide health monitoring systems such as StressMon that balance the
privacy of individuals with the ability to provide help to those who most need it (and may not
realise it).

10 CONCLUSION
We presented StressMon, a system to detect severe stress and depressive episodes in individuals.
StressMon is designed to be a scalable solution that does not require installing specific applications
or owning specific devices. Using coarse-grained location data collected directly from the WiFi
infrastructure, we extracted features of individuals’ routine behaviours and features that sufficiently
describe an individuals’ physical interaction patterns. These features were used in two different
models to detect stress and depression, respectively. We demonstrated, via three different semester-
long user studies involving 108 students at a university campus, that StressMon has an Area Under
the Curve (AUC) score of 0.97 (96.01% TPR and 80.76% TNR) at detecting stress using 6-days interval,
and an AUC of 0.88 (91.21% TPR and 66.71% TNR) at detecting depression using 15-day intervals.
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